MEDIA ADVISORY NOTE

This sheet contains important information for media attendance and coverage of the Offshore Technology Conference Asia (OTC Asia) 2024.

OTC ASIA 2024 AT A GLANCE

OTC is the world’s premier event for the development of offshore resources in the fields of drilling, exploration, production, and environmental protection. For over 50 years, OTC has provided a platform for the industry to come together to solve challenges, network, share lessons and conduct business. Since the inaugural OTC Asia held in 2014, OTC Asia has attracted more than 75,000 energy professionals from over 80 countries.

The biennial OTC Asia is where energy professionals meet to exchange ideas and opinions to advance scientific and technical knowledge for offshore resources and environmental matters.

- **3.5-day** conference featuring the Strategic Programme, Technical Programme and Energy Evolution Exchange Programme:
  - More than 400 thought leaders, and industry and expert speakers from across the globe
  - Over 70 conference sessions with more than 300 technical presentations
  - Varied and engaging leadership dialogues, panel sessions, country sessions, focus sessions, technical sessions, Knowledge Sharing ePoster presentations

- Leading-edge exhibition:
  - 5,000+ nett sqm of exhibition space with more than 150 sponsors and exhibitors

- Excellence recognition with:

- Development activities with:

EVENT ACCESS

- Members of the media can access all areas of the event, EXCEPT the below:
  - Technical Sessions
  - Networking Luncheons
RULES AND REGULATIONS

- All registered members of the media are required to register and wear their media badges at all times.
- All registered members of the media must represent a qualified news organisation.
- NO webcasting or streaming is permitted.
- The OTC Asia 2024 name must be mentioned in any articles or interviews derived from the event’s activities.
- Any published photos from the event’s activities should be credited to OTC Asia 2024.
- NO flash photography is allowed at the event.

MEDIA CONTACT

Karyn Nair, Marketing Manager
knair@otcnet.org